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Vision

Innovative and Efficient Delivery of high quality services public, private and people sectors of the new digital economy.
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Vision

Transactions will be conducted Electronically
Immigration,
Custom,
Tax and Revenue, and
Land Registration etc.,

of the new digital economy.
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Vision

Government  Business  Citizenry

working together for the benefit of people in the country
e-Government?

Vision

✔ programmes to date have achieved

✔ -government

How Govt. operates and implies responsibilities for

✔

Offering new services, new information, new service channels and improved service levels
e-Government?

Reinvent Government must have:-

⇒ Improved services to citizens and businesses
⇒ Better access for all citizens (one stop; multi-channel)
⇒ (more reliable faster turn-around; increased transparency)
e-Government?

Reinvent Government must have :-

- **Improved effectiveness and efficiency**
  - **Better processes** (improved information flow; clearer accountability; integrated electronic services; on-line anywhere, any time)
  - **Better systems** (analytical tools; management tools; decision support tools)
  - More empowered people.
Asian Requirements for Documentation Standard.

Myanmar Status

Trying all aspects to be in line and update with the other ASEAN countries


ASEAN Summit- Singapore- 20th Nov. 2000


e-ASEAN Framework Agreement
Asian Requirements for Documentation Standard.

Myanmar Status

Member States shall

③ Work towards enhancing inter-governmental cooperation by:-
   (a) promoting the use of electronic means in their procurement of goods and services, and
   (b) facilitating freer flow of goods, information and people within ASEAN.
Myanmar has laid down all necessary implementation for the e-ASEAN Framework Agreement.

✔

e-National Task Force

✔

Steering Committee for IT Standardization
Asian Requirements for Documentation Standard.

Myanmar Status

6 Work Groups

- WG for IT Terminology
- WG for Encoding Myanmar Character Set (in ISO 10646)
- WG for Commodity Code
- WG for Industrial Classification Code
- WG for Occupational Code
- WG for Area Code.
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6 Work Groups

WG for Encoding Myanmar Character Set (in ISO 10646)

To be discussed by
Mr. Thein Htut
in his country report for
the SEISA-AP/IT on 9 Nov. 13:30
Asian Requirements for Documentation Standard.

Myanmar Status

6 Work Groups

Up-dated with coding the articles concerned in their groups, especially to compromise with other countries.

Pilot projects being carried out to meet the exchange between the ASEAN e-governments, e-passport between Singapore and Malaysia.

Legal experts are discussing for Cyber Laws.

Custom - have harmonization codes easy be developed into e-coding.
Asian Requirements for Documentation Standard.

Myanmar itself is handling standardization processes by Steering Committee for IT Standardization

Government Accounting and Budgetary Controlling System,
Banking System,
Income Tax System,
Land Registration,
Trade Facilitation System, .. etc
Conclusion

Myanmar, as a member State of the ASEAN is preparing for future development of the e-Government Programme

AFSIT forum will give some new ideas and experiences of the participating countries in practicing of their respective e-Government programmes in enlightening of a successful e-government to bring about fundamental changes in the fabric of society and to be an important contribution in the country's overall effort to become a fully developed nation.
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